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Knowledge is power! But it is what you do with knowledge that makes the difference.
Your capability to elaborate, contextualize and interact coherently. Communication is
the key, codes are at the base of everything: finance, biology, engineering… simple
not easy, because codes can be misunderstood, cracked, manipulated, badly
replicated (that’s why we age). With an interdisciplinary approach I have manly
focused on biohacking, media, geopolitics, finance and cybersecurity. As president of
“Institute for Advance Studies and Cooperation” I constantly work to maximize results
and implement relations. I believe every problem it also represents an opportunity,
and so is well express in the words of stoic emperor Marcus Aurelius “let's the
obstacle become the way”.
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Let's the obstacle become the way



Sir. G.C. H. Professor Andreoli, is the president of the
Institute for Advance Studies and Cooperation the
president of the Civic Parliament of the Humanity
and head of international finance at First Aid
Foundation where his work has been focusing on
implementing finance for nonprofit actions. He is
fellow of the American Society of Diplomacy and
Political Science, academician of social sciences IASS,
Florida USA, member of the “Real Societad de
Armigeros de Espana”, researcher and honorary
professor at the Catholic University of New Spain,
Miami, USA. He has been collaborating with many
governments and agencies, public and private
institutions all over the world.
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evolutionary Biohacking
With the event of Covid-19 the immunity defense and the psychological strength has become under attack. People with better nutrition and life,
knowledge and focus have been better off. Evolutionary Biohacking is a holistic and powerful way to manage your body, “spirit” and mind, an
interesting approach to life, to higher performance, wellbeing and happiness and consciousness expansion, that can give you up to 200% more
memory and productivity, 400% more creativity.
Prof. Andreoli has started almost forty years ago to investigate the science of performing medicine, testing different solution, and possibility for
mental and physical rejuvenation/regeneration. In 2020 he delivered the MindSetBioHacking world Manifesto and since then he has been
working on a new evolution in this fascinating field. “EvolutionaryBiohacking” it is a new discipline so innovative and disrupting that a new
concept of wellbeing and integrated medicine, diet and performance had to be coined. The Evolutionary Biohacking project was born and
presented at the Future Innovation summit in Dubai receiving an award. An interdisciplinary constructive journey has begun that has proven to
increase the wellbeing and the performance of individuals in positive and incredible ways. This coupled with neurogenesis and focus
enhancement (key to the “flow”) and expanded consciousness. What was once privilege of few, is now accessible to all the brave and driven
thanks to the incredible Evolutionary Biohacking team and centers.

Medical Evolution
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Red Cross (Italy) silver cross medal, - Red
Cross (San Marino) silver cross medal, -
United Nations medal UNMIK Kosovo - E.U.
Medal for the mission EUMM Georgia -
Knight Grand Cross of the order of Prince
Danilo I of Montenegro - Knight with honors
of the Sacred Constantinian Order of St.
Giorgio (Naples) - Knight of the Saints
Maurice and Lazzaro (Italy) - Knight grand
badge Royal Order of Civil Merit of Laos -
Commander of the Order of the Million
Elephants and the White Parasol - Knight of
Rizal (KR) Republic of Philippines - Golden
Eagle Medal (Albania), Medal of Capistano
Ordinamiento Militar de Venezuela, Knight
of the order of St. Gregory the grate (Vatican
State).

Honors & Medals
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an inSpiring
network

Studying interactions, networks, complex adaptive systems, systemic
biology and molecular systems in general, you soon realize that what
surrounds you compenetrates you. Your enemy define you, so do your
friends. The predator and prey relationship consists of the interactions
between two beings and their consequent effects on each other. In my
book “Extraordinary encounters” I am not only talking about the fantastic
people that I had the fortune to meet and work with, but I try to explain
about the predisposition one should have to keep building strong
relationships and a wide inspiring network, like the one I have being bless
with. Predisposition is the key, knowledge is power.
Sir C. H. Prof. G.P. Andreoli presenting his book in Albania
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World Changers summit
Bringing together so many wonderful mind is such
an historical spiritual inspiring place as the Vatican
is, it is a dream come true. This July 5th and 6th,
the "World Changers Summit 2023" will be held
between the Pontifical Academy of Sciences, in
the Vatican City and the historic residence of
Palazzo Brancaccio in Rome. Entrepreneurs,
researchers and international leaders, from the
fields of blockchain, cybersecurity, biohacking &
wellbeing, artificial intelligence & metaverse,
finance, & green economy, will meet and discuss
possible scenarios, new discoveries and
technologies for the creation of a better, healthier
and sustainable world. This synergy of high-level
information and interdisciplinary networking
experience will generate a new consciousness and
understandings of our existence & possibilities. I
wish to thank all the people and the institutions
that are supporting IASC in this fantastic project.
Please contact us at info@iascoop.com
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finance and humanitarian work

Collaborating with many financial
institutions has given Sir Andreoli
a broad horizon and a deep
understanding of what is possible
and the right procedures to
address the different markets and
opportunity.
FinTech, cryptocurrency and the
block chain have and are changing
the game. His main attention
remains in the social and no-profit
sector helping to develop
humanitarian projects.

Ertharin Cousin 12° executive director WFP
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writingS

2022 "The art of lying" (Curcio editore Italy)
2021 «Fantastic encounters" Albania - DITERO
2019 “THE BEST WINNIG MENTALITY” published by Lupetti (Italy) 
2015 “Almost like a god” published by Golfera, (Italy)
2013 “Lies” publish in 2013 (Italy)
2012 "The Multimedia Evolution”, published by Gangemi (Italy)
2012 “The book of mystery” (feature, optioned by Rai TV to make 12 episodes) 
2008 "The making of the last frontier" Rai Eri (Italy)
2007 "The making of for bread Alone" A.E. Media/MIBAC (Italy)

2023 (April)  Evolutionary Biohacking – superhero notebook 
FUTURE TITLES

“Sometimes, although you may do not want to, life forces you to stop, to reflect and contemplate upon your actions.
Take it as an opportunity, you may become a writer…”.

Writing it has always been a passion, a difficult one for a dyslexic boy affected with
attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). But Sir Andreoli propensity made him
to see it as an opportunity to learn about the mind and the use (control) of it. Living a
life of action sometimes he was confronted with illnesses and traumas that forced him
to stop for long periods of times. He started studying with one of the best and renown
writing teacher in the world: Robert MC Kee. Ever since he has been creating many
film and tv scripts, presentations, humanitarian projects and articles for magazines
focusing on technology and human right’s and in the later year's he wrote several
books.
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Main Studies

• IBM cybersecurity Analyst
• Bocconi University, international leadership and organizational Behavior
• Yale University, Moral Foundations of Politics 
• University of London, Global Diplomacy – Diplomacy in the Modern World 
• Leiden University, International humanitarian Law  
• Miami University Communication and Media Science 
• Guglielmo Marconi University international law
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Thank you for your attention

gpandreoli@iascoop.org
www.iascoop.org
www.ibiscusstrategic.com
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